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Abstract
This paper proposes a classiﬁcation method based on a special class of feed-forward neural network, namely product-unit neural
networks. Product-units are based on multiplicative nodes instead of additive ones, where the nonlinear basis functions express the
possible strong interactions between variables. We apply an evolutionary algorithm to determine the basic structure of the product-unit
model and to estimate the coefﬁcients of the model. We use softmax transformation as the decision rule and the cross-entropy error
function because of its probabilistic interpretation. The approach can be seen as nonlinear multinomial logistic regression where the
parameters are estimated using evolutionary computation. The empirical and speciﬁc multiple comparison statistical test results, carried
out over several benchmark data sets and a complex real microbial Listeria growth/no growth problem, show that the proposed model is
promising in terms of its classiﬁcation accuracy and the number of the model coefﬁcients, yielding a state-of-the-art performance.
r 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Classiﬁcation; Product-unit neural networks; Evolutionary neural networks

1. Introduction
The simplest method for the classiﬁcation of patterns
provides the class level given their observations via linear
functions in the predictor variables. This process of model
ﬁtting is quite stable, resulting in low variance but a
potentially high bias. Frequently, in a real-problem of
classiﬁcation, we cannot make the stringent assumption
of additive and purely linear effects of the variables.
A traditional technique to overcome these difﬁculties is
augmenting/replacing the input vector with new variables,
the basis functions, which are transformations of the input
variables, and then using linear models in this new space of
derived input features. One ﬁrst approach is to augment the
inputs with polynomial terms to achieve higher-order
Taylor expansions, for example, with quadratic terms
and multiplicative interactions. Once the number and the
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structure of the basis functions have been determined, the
models are linear in these new variables and their ﬁtting is a
standard procedure. Methods like sigmoidal feed-forward
neural networks [6], projection pursuit learning [23],
generalized additive models [31], and PolyMARS [43], a
hybrid of multivariate adaptive splines (multiadaptive
regression splines, MARS) [22], speciﬁcally designed to
handle classiﬁcation problems, can be seen as different
basis function models. The major drawback of these
approaches is stating the optimal number and typology
of corresponding basis functions.
We tackle this problem proposing a nonlinear model
along with an evolutionary algorithm (EA) that ﬁnds the
optimal structure of the model and estimates its corresponding coefﬁcients. Concretely, our approach tries to
overcome the nonlinear effects of the input variables by
means of a model based on nonlinear basis functions
constructed with the product of the inputs raised to
arbitrary powers. These basis functions express possible
strong interactions between the variables, where the
exponents may even take on real values and are suitable for automatic adjustment. The model proposed
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corresponds to a special class of feed-forward neural
network, namely product-unit based neural networks
(PUNN) introduced by Durbin and Rumelhart [16]. They
are an alternative to sigmoidal neural networks and are
based on multiplicative nodes instead of additive ones.
Unfortunately, the error surface associated with PUNNs is
extremely convoluted with numerous local optima and
plateaus. The main reason for this difﬁculty is that small
changes in the exponents can cause large changes in the
total error surface. Because of this, their training is more
difﬁcult than the training of standard sigmoidal-based
networks. For example, it is well known [7] that backpropagation is not efﬁcient in the training of product-units.
Section 3 will brieﬂy show the most relevant techniques
that have been used so far to apply learning methods to
product-unit networks.
On the other hand, the evolutionary approach is used to
optimize both the weights and the architecture of the
network simultaneously. In general, classical neural networks training algorithms assume a ﬁxed architecture;
nevertheless, it is very difﬁcult to know beforehand what
the most suitable structure of the network for a given
problem will be. There have been many attempts to design
the architecture automatically, such as constructive and
pruning algorithms [51,56]. We used EAs to design a nearly
optimal neural network architecture because better results
have been obtained using this heuristic [4,62]. This fact,
together with the complexity of the error surface associated
with a PUNN, justiﬁes the use of an EA to design the
topology of the network and to train its corresponding
weights. The evolutionary process determines the number
of basis functions, associated coefﬁcients and corresponding exponents in the model.
We use the softmax activation function and the crossentropy error function [6]. Therefore, from a statistical point
of view, the approach can be seen as a nonlinear multinomial
logistic regression [30], where we optimize log-likelihood
using evolutionary computation. Actually, we attempt to
estimate conditional class probabilities using a multilogistic
model with the nonlinear model given by PUNNs.
We evaluate the performance of our methodology on
seven data sets taken from the UCI repository [7], and on a
real microbial growth/no growth problem in order to
determine the growth limits of Listeria monocytogenes
[2,18] to assure microbial safety and quality in foods.
Empirical and statistical test results show that the proposed
method performs well when compared to several other
learning classiﬁcation techniques. We obtain a classiﬁer
with interesting results in terms of classiﬁcation accuracy
and number of hidden nodes. Moreover, we show
graphically the classiﬁcation task carried out by the
product-unit model together with its capability to both
capture the interactions between the variables and to
reduce the dimension of the input space. This reduction of
dimensionality facilitates the study of the behavior of
corresponding basis functions and the relevance of each
input variable in the ﬁnal model. This paper is organized as
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follows: Section 2 shows the main related works; Section 3
is devoted to a description of PUNNs; Section 4 describes
the evolution of PUNNs; Section 5 explains the experiments and the comparison test carried out; and ﬁnally,
Section 6 summarizes the conclusions of our work.
2. Related works
We start by giving a brief overview of the different
methods that use basis functions to move beyond linearity.
The ﬁrst method cited to solve classiﬁcation problems is
conventional statistical discriminant analysis [30], which
assumes that the measurement vectors in each class follow
a normal multivariate distribution. If the covariance
matrices of the measurements in each class are the same,
the method shows that the regions created by Bayes’
decision rule are separated by boundaries, which are linear
in the input variables. When the conventional assumption
of the equality of covariate matrices is dropped, Bayes’
decision rule gives quadratic boundaries. In many examples, the inadequacy of linear or quadratic discriminant
analysis for the purpose of classiﬁcation made it necessary
to look for approaches that could approximate highly
nonlinear class boundaries. Instead of assuming speciﬁc
distributions for the inputs and using them to calculate
conditional class probabilities, one can estimate these
classes directly from training sample cases.
A number of methods based on nonparametric regression [30], which are capable of approximating highly
nonlinear class boundaries in classiﬁcation problems, have
been developed in the last few years.
Generalized additive models [31] comprise automatic
and ﬂexible statistical methods that may be used to identify
and characterize nonlinear effects. The generalized additive
model approximates multidimensional functions as a sum
of univariate curves. Univariate functions are estimated in
a ﬂexible manner, using an algorithm whose basic building
block is a scatter plot smoother, for example, the cubic
smoothing spline. The additive model manages to retain
interpretability by restricting nonlinear effects in the
predictors in order to enter them into the model
independently of each other. Generalized additive models
provide a natural ﬁrst approach to relaxing strong linear
assumptions.
Bose [8] presented a method, classiﬁcation using splines
(CUS), somewhat similar to the neural network method,
which uses additive cubic splines to estimate conditional
class probabilities. Afterwards, the same author presented
a modiﬁcation of CUS, named ‘‘the method of successive
projections’’, to solve more complex classiﬁcation problems
[9]. Although this method was presented using CUS, it is
possible to replace CUS by any nonparametric regressionbased classiﬁer.
Kooperberg et al. [43] propose an automatic procedure
that uses linear splines and their tensor products. This
method is a hybrid of the MARS [22] called PolyMars,
speciﬁcally designed to handle classiﬁcation problems. It
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grows the model in a forward stage-wise fashion like
MARS, but at each stage it uses quadratic approximation
to multinomial log-likelihood to search for the next basis
function pair. Once found, the enlarged model is ﬁt
according to the maximum likelihood method, and the
process is repeated.
From a different point of view, neural networks have
been an object of renewed interest among researchers, both
in statistics and computer science, owing to the signiﬁcant
results obtained in a wide range of classiﬁcation problems.
Many different types of neural network architectures have
been used, but the most popular one has been that of the
single-hidden-layer feed-forward network. Amongst the
numerous approaches using neural networks in classiﬁcation problems, we focus our attention on that of evolutionary artiﬁcial neural networks (EANNs). EANNs have
been a key research area in the past decade providing a
better platform for simultaneously optimizing both network performance and architecture. Miller et al. [48]
proposed evolutionary computation as a very good
candidate to search the space of architectures because the
ﬁtness function associated with that space is complex,
noisy, nondifferentiable, multimodal and deceptive. Since
then, many evolutionary methods have been developed to
evolve artiﬁcial neural networks, see, for example,
[12,19,24,52,60,62,63]. In these works we ﬁnd several
methods that combine architectural evolution with weight
learning and use different mutation operators, including, in
some cases, partial training after each architectural
mutation or approaches that hybridize EANNs with a
local search technique to improve the slowness of the
convergence. The problem of ﬁnding suitable architecture
and the corresponding weights of the network is a very
complex task (for a very interesting review of the matter
the reader can consult [61]). Among the EANN paradigm it
is worthwhile to point out two different approaches.
Cooperative co-evolution [50] is a recent paradigm in the
area of evolutionary computation focused on the evolution
of co-adapted subcomponents without external interaction
[24]. COVNET is a new cooperative co-evolutionary model
for evolving artiﬁcial neural networks [25]. The method is
based on the idea of co-evolving subnetworks that must
cooperate to form a solution for a speciﬁc problem, instead
of evolving complete networks.
On the other hand, multiobjective evolutionary optimization has recently appeared as an enhanced approach to
optimize both the structure and weights of the neural
network [5,27]. The idea of designing neural networks
within a multiobjective setup was ﬁrst considered by
Abbass in [1]. Here, the multiobjective problem formulation essentially involves setting up two objectives: complexity of the network (number of weights, number of
connections or a combination of both) and the training
error. Finally, an interesting idea has been developed in
subsequent works related to the topic of network
ensembles [11,13,14]. In these papers, the authors tackle
the ensemble-learning problem within a multiobjective

setup where diversity and accuracy objectives are in conﬂict
and the evolutionary process searches for a good trade-off
between them.
Finally, a new learning algorithm called extreme learning
machine (ELM) for single hidden-layer feed-forward
neural networks has been recently proposed [35,36]. This
novel procedure, unlike the conventional implementations
of gradient-based learning algorithms, chooses randomly
hidden nodes and analytically determines the output
weights of the network. This algorithm provides good
generalization performances at extremely fast learning
speeds and it has been proved in theory that the universal
approximator property holds [34]. However, ELM may
need a higher number of hidden nodes due to random
determination of input weights and hidden biases. Several
algorithms based on the ELM method (hybrid proposals
which use the differential evolution algorithm [64] and a
convex optimization method [33]) have been developed to
achieve good generalization performances with more
compact networks.
3. Product-unit neural networks
In this section we present the family of product-unit
basis functions used in the classiﬁcation process and its
representation by means of a neural network structure.
This class of multiplicative neural networks comprises such
types as sigma–pi networks and product-unit networks.
A multiplicative node is given by
yj ¼

k
Y

w

xi ji ,

(1)

i¼1

where k is the number of the inputs. If the exponents wji in
(1) are {0,1} we obtain a higher-order unit, also known as
sigma–pi unit. In contrast to the sigma–pi unit, in the
product-unit the exponents are not ﬁxed and may even take
real values.
Some advantages of PUNNs are their increased information capacity and ability to form higher-order input
combinations. Durbin and Rumelhart [16] determined
empirically that the information capacity of product-units
(measured by their capacity for learning random Boolean
patterns) is approximately 3N, as compared to 2N in a
network with additive units for a single threshold logic
function, where N denotes the number of inputs to the
network. Besides, it is possible to obtain the upper bounds
of the VC dimension [58] in PUNNs similar to those
obtained in sigmoidal neural networks [55]. Schmitt [55]
derives the upper bounds of the VC dimension and the
pseudo-dimension for various types of networks with
multiplicative units. As the most general case, Schmitt
[55] considers feed-forward networks consisting of product
and sigmoidal units, and showing that their pseudodimension is bounded from above by a polynomial with
the same order of magnitude as the currently best known
bound for purely sigmoidal networks. Concretely, he shows
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that a product-unit network has a pseudo-dimension at
least O(W2k2), where the number of parameters is W and k
is the number of hidden nodes (see Theorem 1 and
Corollary 2). As a consequence, the complexity of a
PUNN (from the point of view of the VC dimension or the
pseudo-dimension) depends on the number of parameters
and the number of hidden nodes instead of on the values of
the weights.
Finally, it is a straightforward consequence of the
Stone–Weierstrass theorem to prove that PUNNs are
universal approximators [46] (observe that polynomial
functions in several variables are a subset of product-unit
models).
Despite these advantages, PUNNs have a major drawback. They have more local minima and a higher
probability of becoming trapped in them [38]. Several
efforts have been made to carry out learning methods for
product-units. Janson and Frenzel [41] developed a genetic
algorithm for evolving the weights of a network based on
product-units with a predeﬁned architecture. The major
problem with this kind of algorithm is how to obtain the
optimal architecture beforehand. Ismail and Engelbrecht
[38,39] applied four different optimization methods to train
PUNNs: random search, particle swarm optimization,
genetic algorithms and leapfrog optimization. They concluded that random search is not efﬁcient for training this
type of network, and that the other three methods show an
acceptable performance in three problems of function
approximation with low dimensionality. In a later paper
[40] they used a pruning algorithm to develop both the
structure and the training of the weights in a PUNN.
Leerink et al. [44] tested different local and global
optimization methods for PUNNs. Their results show that
local methods, such as back-propagation, are prone to be
trapped in local minima, and that global optimization
methods, such as simulated annealing and random search,
are impractical for larger networks. They suggested some
heuristics to improve back-propagation, and the combination of local and global search methods. In short, the
studies carried out on PUNNs have not tackled the
problem of the simultaneous design of the structure and
weights in this kind of neural network, using either classical
or evolutionary based methods. Moreover, PUNNs have
been applied mainly to solve regression problems so far
[17,46,47,53,54].
On the other hand, it is interesting to note that a
problem arises with networks containing product-units
that receive negative inputs and have weights that are not
integers. A negative number raised to some noninteger
power yields a complex number. Since neural networks
with complex outputs are rarely used in applications,
Durbin and Rumelhart [16] suggest discarding the imaginary part and using only the real component for further
processing. This manipulation would have disastrous
consequences for the VC dimension when we consider
real-valued inputs. No ﬁnite dimension bounds can, in
general, be derived for networks containing such units [55].
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Fig. 1. Model of a product-unit neural network.

To avoid this problem, the input domain is restricted, and
we deﬁne the set given by fx ¼ ðx1 ; x2 ; :::; xk Þ 2 Rk : xi 40;
i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; kg.
We consider a PUNN with the following structure (Fig.
1): an input layer with k nodes, a node for every input
variable, a hidden layer with m nodes and an output layer
with J nodes, one for each class level. There are no
connections between the nodes of a layer, and none
between the input and output layers either. The activation
function ofQthe jth node in the hidden layer is given by
w
Bj ðx; wj Þ ¼ ki¼1 xi ji ; where wji is the weight of the connection between input node i and hidden node j and wj ¼
ðwj1 ; . . . ; wjk Þ the weights vector. The
function of
P activation
l
l
the output node l is given by bl0 þ m
j¼1 bj Bðx; wj Þ, where bj
is the weight of the connection between the hidden node j
and the output node l and bl0 the corresponding bias. The
transfer function of all hidden and output nodes is the
identity function. In this way, the estimated function
f l ðx; hl Þ from each output is given by
f l ðx; hl Þ ¼ bl0 þ

m
X

blj Bj ðx; wj Þ;

l ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; J,

(2)

j¼1

where hl ¼ ðbl ; w1 ; . . . ; wm Þ and bl ¼ ðbl0 ; bl1 ; . . . ; blm Þ:
4. Classiﬁcation problem
In a classiﬁcation problem, measurements xi, i ¼
1,2,y,k, are taken on a single individual (or object), and
the individuals are to be classiﬁed into one of the J classes
based on these measurements. It is assumed that J is ﬁnite,
and the measurements xi are random observations from
these classes.
A training sample D ¼ fðxn ; yn Þ; n ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; Ng is available, where xn ¼ ðx1n ; . . . ; xkn Þ is the random vector of
measurements taking values in O  Rk , and yn is the class
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level of the n-th individual. We adopt the common
technique of representing the class levels using a ‘‘1-of-J’’
encoding vector y ¼ ðyð1Þ ; yð2Þ ; . . . ; yðJÞ Þ, such as y(l) ¼ 1 if x
corresponds to an example belonging to class l, and
otherwise y(1) ¼ 0. Based on the training sample we wish to
ﬁnd a decision function C : O ! f1; 2; . . . ; Jg for classifying
individuals. In other words, O provides a partition, say
D1,D2,y,DJ, of O, where Dl corresponds to the l class,
l ¼ 1,2,y,J, and measurements belonging to Dl will be
classiﬁed as coming from the l-th class. A misclassiﬁcation
occurs when a decision rule O assigns an individual (based
on measurements vector) to a class j when it actually comes
from a class l6¼j. We deﬁne
P the corrected classiﬁcation rate
(CCR) by CCR ¼ ð1=NÞ N
n¼1 IðCðxn Þ ¼ yn Þ, where I(d) is
the zero-one loss function. A good classiﬁer tries to achieve
the highest possible CCR in a given problem.
We consider the softmax activation function [6] given by
exp f l ðx; hl Þ
gl ðx; hl Þ ¼ PJ
;
l¼1 exp f l ðx; hl Þ

l ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; J.

(4)

where h ¼ (h1,y,hJ). The error surface associated with the
model is very convoluted with numerous local optimums and
the Hessian matrix of the error function l(h) is, in general,
indeﬁnite. Moreover, the optimal number of basis functions
in the model (i.e. the number of hidden nodes in the neural
network) is unknown. Thus, we determine the estimation of
the vector parameters h^ by means of an EA (see Section 5).
The optimum rule C(x) is the following:
^
where l^ ¼ arg max gl ðx; hÞ,

for l ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; J.

l ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; J

(6)

and the classiﬁcation rule (5) coincides with the optimal
Bayes rule. In other words, an individual should be
assigned to the class which has the maximum probability,
given vector measurement x. On the other hand, because of
the normalization condition
J
X

pðyðlÞ ¼ 1jx; hl Þ ¼ 1,

(7)

l¼1

the probability for one of the classes does not need to be
estimated. There is a redundancy in the functions fl(x,hl),
since adding an arbitrary h(x) to each output leaves the
model (3) unchanged. Traditionally one of them is set to
zero and we reduce the number of parameters to estimate.
With loss generality, we set fJ(x,hJ) ¼ 0.
5. Evolutionary algorithm

lðhÞ ¼ 

CðxÞ ¼ l;^

pðyðlÞ ¼ 1jx; hj Þ ¼ gl ðx; hl Þ;

(3)

If we use the training data set D ¼ fðxn ; yn Þg; where
xin40 8i,n, then the cross-entropy error function (K-class
multinomial deviance) for those observations is
N X
J
1X
yðlÞ log gl ðxn ; hl Þ
N n¼1 l¼1 n
"
#
N
J
J
X
X
1X
¼

yðlÞ
exp f l ðxn ; hl Þ ,
n f l ðxn ; hl Þ þ log
N n¼1
l¼1
l¼1

written as

l

(5)

From a statistical point of view, with the softmax
activation function (3) and the cross-entropy error (4), the
neural network model can be seen as a multilogistic
regression model. Nevertheless, the nonlinearity of the
model with respect to the parameters hj and the indeﬁnite
character of the associated Hessian matrix do not
recommend the use of gradient-based methods (for
example, iteratively reweighted least squares (IRLS)
commonly used in the optimization of log-likelihood in
linear multinomial logistic regression) to minimize the
negative log-likelihood function.
Observe that softmax transformation produces positive
estimates that sum to one and, therefore, the outputs can
be interpreted as conditional probability of class membership. Speciﬁcally, the probability that x belongs to class l is

We apply an evolutionary neural networks algorithm to
estimate the parameter that minimizes the cross-entropy
error function. EA designs the structure and learns the
weights of PUNNs. The search begins with an initial
population of PUNNs, and in each iteration the population is updated using a population-update algorithm. The
population is subjected to the operations of replication and
mutation. Crossover is not used due to its potential
disadvantages in evolving artiﬁcial networks [4,62]. With
these features the algorithm falls into the class of
evolutionary programming [20,21]. The general structure
of EA is similar to the one presented in [32]:
(1) Generate a random population of size NP.
(2) Repeat until the stopping criterion is fulﬁlled.
(a) Calculate the ﬁtness of every individual in the
population.
(b) Rank the individuals with respect to their ﬁtness.
(c) The best individual is copied into the new population.
(d) The best 10% of population individuals are replicated and substitute the worst 10% of individuals.
Over that intermediate population we
(e) Apply parametric mutation to the best 10% of
individuals.
(f) Apply structural mutation to the remaining 90% of
individuals.
In the current approach, l(h) is the error function of an
individual g of the population, where g is a PUNN given by
the multivaluated function gðx; hÞ ¼ ðg1 ðx; h1 Þ; . . . ; gl ðx; hl ÞÞ
and the ﬁtness measure is a strictly decreasing transformation of the error function, l(h) given by AðgÞ ¼ 1=ð1 þ lðhÞÞ.
Parametric mutation is accomplished for each coefﬁcient
wji, blj of the model with Gaussian noise, where the
variances of the normal distribution are updated throughout the evolution of the algorithm. Once the mutation is
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performed, the ﬁtness of the individual is recalculated and
the usual simulated annealing process [42,49] is applied. On
the other hand, structural mutation implies a modiﬁcation
in the neural network structure and allows explorations of
different regions in the search space while helping to keep
up the diversity of the population. There are ﬁve different
structural mutations: node deletion, connection deletion,
node addition, connection addition and node fusion. These
ﬁve mutations are applied sequentially to each network.
For further details about the parametric and structural
mutations see [32,46].
The stop criterion is reached if one of the following
conditions is fulﬁlled: a number of generations are reached
or the variance of the ﬁtness of the best 10% of the
population is less than 104.
The parameters used in EA are common for all
problems. The exponents wji are initialized in the [5,5]
interval, the coefﬁcients blj are initialized in [5,5]. The
maximum number of hidden nodes is m=6. The size of the
population is NP=1000. The number of nodes that can be
added or removed in a structural mutation is within the
[1,2] interval. The number of connections that can be added
or removed in a structural mutation is within the [1,c]
interval, where c is a third of the number of connections of
the model. We consider 400 as the maximum number of
generations.
We have done a simple linear rescaling of the input
variables in the interval [1,2], X i being the transformed
variables. The lower bound is chosen to avoid input values
near 0, which can produce very large values of the outputs
for negative exponents. The upper bound is chosen to
avoid dramatic changes in the outputs of the network when
there are weights with large values (especially in the
exponents).
6. Experiments
In this section we compare the Evolutionary Product
Unit Neural Network method (EPUNN) with different
evolutionary neural network learning algorithms. First of
all, in order to show the abilities of the product-unit
models, we run the same evolutionary setup with standard
neural networks with sigmoidal units, and we compare the
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results of the models based on multiplicative units against
additive unit models. Next, we compare our model
EPUNN to COVNET, a new cooperative co-evolutionary
neural network method. Afterwards, the comparison is
made with respect to two recent approaches based on
multiobjective evolutionary neural networks: MPANN and
SPANN. Furthermore, we analyze in detail two classiﬁcation models obtained by EA in two data sets, to show
graphically the task of classiﬁcation carried out by the
product-unit model and how well it can capture the interactions between the variables as well as reduce the
dimension of the input space. Finally, the performance of
our model is tested in a complex real microbial Listeria
growth/no growth problem.
The different experiments were conducted using a software
package developed in JAVA by the authors as an extension
of JCLEC framework (http://jclec.sourceforge.net/) [59]. The
software package is available in the noncommercial JAVA
tool named KEEL (http://www.keel.es) [3].

6.1. Neural network models comparisons
6.1.1. Product-units versus additive sigmoidal units
In order to justify the beneﬁts of applying the productunit model, we evolve the traditional feed-forward neural
networks with sigmoidal additive units with the same EA.
This approach will be known as evolutionary sigmoidal
unit neural networks (ESUNN). The same evolutionary
setup (EA and parameters) will be considered for the
EPUNN and ESUNN models in seven classiﬁcation
problems with different features (see Table 1). The seven
data sets are available by anonymous ftp from [7].
We use a 10-fold stratiﬁed cross-validation and we carry
out 10 runs of each fold for every data set. This gives a 100
data points for each data set, from which the average
classiﬁcation accuracy in the generalization set (CCRG)
and standard deviation are calculated.
The comparison between the predictive ability of the two
models of artiﬁcial neural networks (EPUNN and
ESUNN) was carried out using statistical tests in terms
of accuracy (mean of the correct classiﬁcation rate, CCRG),
homogeneity (standard deviation, SD, of the CCRG), best

Table 1
Data sets used for the experiments, sorted by size
Data sets

Instances

Missing values (%)

Numeric attributes

Binary attributes

Nominal attributes

Classes

Heart-statlog
Ionosphere
Balance
Australian
Diabetes
German
Hypothyroid

270
351
625
690
768
1000
3772

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.6a
0.0
0.0
5.5a

13
33
4
6
8
6
7

0
1
0
4
0
3
20

0
0
0
5
0
11
2

2
2
3
2
2
2
4

a

We have used original data sets without transforming the missing values.
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and worst results and topology (mean and SD of the
number of connections). See Table 2.
First, we study the normality of CCRG and the number
of connections by means of a Kolmogorov–Smyrnov test
[10]. For this and the remaining comparisons, all tests were
obtained using the SPSS statistical package [57].
From the results for CCRG (see Table 3) a normal
distribution can be assumed for Diabetes, German and
Hypothyroid because the observed signiﬁcance levels,
p-Values, were higher than the signiﬁcance level of the
test, a ¼ 0.05. The normality hypothesis of the accuracy
distribution cannot be assumed in Heart-statlog, Ionosphere, Balance, and Australian data sets. Regarding the
number of connections, it is possible to assume the normal
distribution hypothesis in all cases because p-Values were
higher than 0.05. Therefore, under the hypothesis of
normal distribution, the comparisons between EPUNN
and ESUNN models were done by using the t-test for equal
or different variance, according to the results previously
obtained by the Levene test [45], in both cases with
a ¼ 0.05. On the other hand, we use a nonparametric
Mann–Whitney test [10] for differences between means in
the non-normal distribution hypothesis. The statistical
results obtained are shown in Table 4. We observe signiﬁcant differences, in favor of EPUNN, at a signiﬁcance

level a ¼ 0.05 in Balance, Diabetes and German data sets
in CCRG results, while there are not signiﬁcant differences
in the remaining ones. As for the number of connections,
there are a signiﬁcantly lower number of connections for
EPUNN in the Heart-statlog, Balance, Australian and
Hypothyroid data sets, and there are a signiﬁcantly lower

Table 4
Statistical comparison (p-Values of the Levene and Student’s t-tests or
Mann–Whitney test (M–W)) of the generalization ability (CCRG) and
number of connections (# Conn.) for EPUNN and ESUNN models
EPUNN versus
ESUNN

Heart-statlog
Ionosphere
Balance
Australian
Diabetes
German
Hypothyroid

] Conn.

CCRG
Levene
test

t-Test or
M–W test

Levene
test

t-Test

–
–
–
–
0.086
0.129
0.080

0.525
0.185
0.000a
0.525
0.047a
0.000a
0.618

0.000
0.000
0.300
0.003
0.082
0.080
0.212

0.000a
0.149
0.000a
0.009a
0.010a
0.000a
0.001a

a
There are signiﬁcant differences on average using a signiﬁcance level
a ¼ 0.05.

Table 2
Statistical results for EPUNN and ESUNN in seven data sets
Data sets

Training

] Conn.

Generalization

Mean

SD

Best

Worst

Mean

SD

Best

Worst

Mean

SD

ESUNN
Heart-statlog
Ionosphere
Balance
Australian
Diabetes
German
Hypothyroid

86.21
91.75
92.38
87.81
79.15
77.32
94.34

1.15
1.36
1.22
0.81
0.75
1.52
0.23

88.89
94.30
95.74
90.02
80.78
79.67
94.82

83.54
88.29
90.05
85.35
77.75
73.22
93.76

83.22
88.66
91.03
85.49
75.93
73.00
94.18

6.61
5.22
4.15
3.92
5.25
5.56
0.95

92.59
100.00
98.39
94.20
84.21
86.00
96.02

66.67
74.29
79.03
78.26
63.16
60.00
92.57

16.99
46.35
30.31
49.58
17.02
62.84
76.73

2.52
8.80
2.33
12.66
3.00
13.96
11.30

EPUNN
Heart-statlog
Ionosphere
Balance
Australian
Diabetes
German
Hypothyroid

84.65
93.79
97.26
87.01
77.79
77.33
94.51

1.63
1.46
0.98
0.82
0.75
1.34
0.55

88.48
97.15
99.47
88.57
79.62
80.56
96.97

80.25
90.19
94.32
85.02
76.16
73.56
93.64

81.89
89.63
95.69
85.74
77.40
76.28
94.25

6.90
5.52
2.36
3.90
4.38
4.82
1.08

96.30
100.00
100.00
95.65
84.21
90.00
96.55

62.96
74.29
90.32
78.26
68.42
65.00
92.31

14.78
43.97
25.62
44.13
18.08
74.16
71.13

3.83
13.87
2.18
16.26
2.31
18.82
12.69

Table 3
Normality Kolmogorov–Smirnov test of the generalization ability (CCRG) and number of connections (# Conn.) for EPUNN and ESUNN models
K–S test

Heart-statlog

Ionosphere

Balance

Australian

Diabetes

German

Hypothyroid

EPUNN ESUNN EPUNN ESUNN EPUNN ESUNN EPUNN ESUNN EPUNN ESUNN EPUNN ESUNN EPUNN ESUNN
p-Value CCRG 0.010a
p-Value # Conn. 0.222
a

0.001a
0.157

0.066
0.602

0.018a
0.465

0.002a
0.108

Non-Gaussian distribution for a signiﬁcance level a ¼ 0.05.

0.010a
0.205

0.034a
0.436

0.255
0.689

0.330
0.492

0.304
0.080

0.647
0.624

0.522
0.354

0.123
0.108

0.076
0.205
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number of connections for ESUNN in the Diabetes and
German ones, using a signiﬁcance level a ¼ 0.05
We conclude that for the Heart-statlog, Australian and
Hypothyroid data sets, the models using EPUNN have a
signiﬁcantly lower number of connections without signiﬁcantly worsening or improving the mean value of CCRG, as
compared to those found with the ESUNN model.
For the Ionosphere data set there are no signiﬁcant
differences in the CCRG and in the number of connections
with respect to the type of base functions used.
The Balance data set has a signiﬁcantly higher mean
CCRG value when using EPUNN models than when using
ESUNN models; these models also manifesting a signiﬁcantly lower mean number of connections. For Diabetes
and German data sets the mean CCRG values obtained
with EPUNN models are signiﬁcantly higher than when
ESUNN models are used, although the mean number of
connections is also signiﬁcantly higher in the EPUNN
models.

6.1.2. Comparison with a cooperative co-evolutionary neural
network method: COVNET
In this section we compare our approach with COVNET,
a new cooperative co-evolutionary model for evolving
artiﬁcial neural networks [25]. The method is based on the
idea of co-evolving subnetworks that must cooperate to
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form a solution for a speciﬁc problem, instead of evolving
complete networks.
To be consistent with [25], the comparison is tested on
three classiﬁcation data sets: Diabetes, Australian and
Heart disease. The features of Diabetes and Australian
data sets can be seen in Table 1. Heart disease is a data set
from the Cleveland Clinic Foundation and contains 13
attributes, 5 classes and 270 examples (the problem is
described more deeply in [15]). We have carried out the
same experimental design: 75% of patterns of each data set
were used for training purposes and the remaining 25%
were used as generalization assessment set. Three different
random permutations of the patterns were made, and the
evolutionary process was repeated 10 times for each
permutation.
Table 5 shows, for each permutation of the data sets, the
averaged CCR over 10 repetitions for training and
generalization sets, the standard deviation, the best and
worst individuals, and the mean and standard deviation of
the number of connections of the best networks obtained
for each experiment. Each permutation of the data set is
labelled I, II and III in the table. The mean results over the
three permutations are labelled All.
In order to verify the true difference between the
performance in EPUNN and the COVNET network, we
conducted statistical tests (see Table 6). First, we corroborated by means of a Kolmogorov–Smyrnov test that the

Table 5
Statistical results for EPUNN and COVNET in three data sets
Data sets

Diabetes

Partition

I
II
III
All

Heart disease

I
II
III
All

Australian

I
II
III
All

Algorithm

Training

] Conn.

Generalization

Mean

SD

Best

Worst

Mean

SD

Best

Worst

Mean

SD

COVNET
EPUNN
COVNET
EPUNN
COVNET
EPUNN
COVNET
EPUNN

77.74
77.48
77.31
76.82
77.57
76.91
77.54
77.07

0.73
0.91
0.70
0.56
0.42
0.61
0.63
0.75

78.65
78.99
78.30
78.99
78.12
78.47
–
–

76.56
76.22
76.04
75.87
76.74
76.39
–
–

80.05
79.84
79.37
81.30
80.89
82.03
80.10
81.06

2.84
0.95
2.36
0.79
0.82
1.21
2.20
1.34

83.85
81.25
82.29
82.29
82.29
84.38
–
–

75.52
78.65
76.04
80.21
79.69
80.73
–
–

–
20.43
–
20.90
–
21.42
24.60
20.94

–
2.80
–
2.77
–
2.91
–
2.76

COVNET
EPUNN
COVNET
EPUNN
COVNET
EPUNN
COVNET
EPUNN

87.43
86.63
86.34
83.76
86.88
85.55
86.88
85.31

0.63
0.70
1.42
1.04
0.75
1.21
1.06
1.55

88.61
87.13
89.11
87.129
87.62
87.62
–
–

86.63
85.64
84.16
82.18
85.64
84.16
–
–

85
86.62
87.94
90.88
84.26
83.52
85.74
87.01

1.35
1.29
2.17
1.52
3.18
1.67
2.79
3.39

86.76
88.24
91.18
94.12
88.24
85.29
–
–

82.35
83.82
85.29
88.24
79.41
80.88
–
–

–
25.61
–
28.20
–
27.30
33.07
27.03

–
3.81
–
4.10
–
2.26
–
3.54

COVNET
EPUNN
COVNET
EPUNN
COVNET
EPUNN
COVNET
EPUNN

86.25
84.17
85.69
84.40
85.89
84.48
85.95
85.24

0.75
0.32
0.92
0.30
0.59
0.24
0.78
0.64

87.45
84.36
87.64
84.94
86.87
84.94
–
–

84.94
83.59
84.36
83.78
85.14
84.36
–
–

88.02
88.66
88.95
88.84
88.31
88.72
88.43
88.55

0.88
0.63
1.19
0.25
0.89
0.30
1.04
1.17

88.95
88.95
90.71
88.95
89.53
88.95
–
–

86.05
87.21
86.63
88.37
86.63
88.37
–
–

–
11.31
–
3.97
–
6.40
34.23
31.40

–
11.84
–
1.37
–
4.95
–
12.16
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Table 6
Statistical test in three data sets

Table 7
Mean classiﬁcation accuracy and standard deviation for generalization
CCRG for MPANN, SPANN and EPUNN

Data sets

Partition

K–S (p-Values)

t-Test (p-Values)

Diabetes
Heart disease
Australian

All
All
All

0.637
0.702
0.061

0.046a
0.125
0.685

a

There are signiﬁcant differences between the EPUNN and the
COVNET means, for a ¼ 0.05.

distribution of the CCRG values is normal; p-Values in the
table are higher than a ¼ 0.05, and in this way, the
normality hypothesis for the distribution of the CCRG
obtained using EPUNN is accepted. In [25], the normality
hypothesis for the distribution of the CCRG values for
COVNET is accepted using the Kolmogorov–Smyrnov
test, regarding p-Values presented for Diabetes data set
(a ¼ 0.44), for Heart disease data set (a ¼ 0.07), and for
Australian data set, (a ¼ 0.56). Then, we tested the
hypothesis that the means of the CCRG obtained from
the experiments with EPUNN and COVNET networks do
not result in signiﬁcant differences, and therefore we
performed a t-test that allowed us to ascertain if the mean
of the CCRG obtained with EPUNN was signiﬁcantly
higher than the mean of the CCRG obtained with the
COVNET network at a signiﬁcance level a ¼ 0.05.
Table 6 shows that, when we consider the 30 results
obtained in the three folds, the improvements on mean for
the CCRG of EPUNN are signiﬁcant in Diabetes (for
a ¼ 0.05), while there are not signiﬁcant differences for the
Australian and Heart disease data sets.
6.1.3. Multiobjective neural networks
Now we compare our proposal with some of the most
recent algorithms that use the evolutionary neural network
paradigm: MPANN (memetic pareto artiﬁcial neural network) and SPANN (a self-adaptive version of MPANN)
[1]. We have tested EPUNN on two benchmark problems
used in the references quoted: the Australian credit card
assessment problem and the Diabetes problem. To be
consistent with [1,13], we use a 10-fold stratiﬁed crossvalidation for the Australian data set and a 12-fold
stratiﬁed cross-validation for the Diabetes data set. For
every data set we performed 10 runs of each fold. This gives
100 data points for the Australian, and 120 for the
Diabetes data set, from which the average classiﬁcation
accuracy CCRG and the standard deviation are calculated.
We carry out a standard comparison test to verify if
there are signiﬁcant differences in the CCRG when
comparing the EPUNN model to MPANN/SPANN
methodologies. Following the hypothesis of the normality
of the results, we carry out a t-test to compare the mean
results of CCRG in the EPUNN and MPANN/SPANN
methodologies. We use the mean and standard deviation of
the (100, 120) runs for MPANN and SPANN, 10 for each
fold, and (100, 120) runs for EPUNN, 10 for each fold.

MPANN

SPANN

EPUNN

Australian
Test error rate
Hidden units

86.4074.50
5.0071.94

86.9074.60
6.0071.83

85.7473.90
2.9070.09

Diabetes
Test error rate
Hidden units

74.9076.20
6.6071.51

70.7075.00
7.1772.21

77.8973.48
2.9870.14

Table 7 shows the statistical results of EPUNN, MPANN
and SPANN for Australian and Diabetes data sets. The pValues obtained for Australian (0.276 for MPANN and
0.058 for SPANN) and for Diabetes (0.000 for MPANN
and 0.000 for SPANN) show that there are no signiﬁcant
differences between the mean results for MPANN and
EPUNN algorithms and for SPANN and EPUNN in the
Australian data set for a signiﬁcant coefﬁcient a ¼ 0.05;
but there are signiﬁcant differences between the mean
results for MPANN and EPUNN algorithms and for
SPANN and EPUNN in the Diabetes data set for the same
signiﬁcant coefﬁcient. We conclude that in the latter data
set, the EPUNN mean is higher than the MPANN and
SPANN means. Moreover, there are differences between
the EPUNN model and the MPANN and SPANN
methodologies with respect to the number of hidden nodes
in both databases, where this number is lower for EPUNN.
Table 7 shows that the models constructed by EPUNN are
smaller than the models built by the other algorithms.
Therefore, the experiments show that the EPUNN algorithm produces models with an interesting trade-off
between the accuracy and complexity of the classiﬁer,
determined by the low number of hidden nodes, possibly
outperforming its interpretability.
Now we study in detail the best product-unit model
obtained for the Australian and Diabetes data sets. For the
Diabetes data set, we consider the best model of one of the
10-fold used in the experiments (speciﬁcally the seventh
fold). These models can be easily implemented and the
reader can reproduce and compare the results.1
The model for the Diabetes data set is determined by
three basis functions:
B1 ¼ ðX 2 Þ2:749 ðX 6 Þ0:528 ,
B2 ¼ ðX 1 Þ1:0785 ðX 3 Þ1:672 ðX 5 Þ0:904 ðX 6 Þ3:319 ðX 7 Þ1:349 ðX 8 Þ1:662 ,
B3 ¼ ðX 1 Þ2:296 ðX 2 Þ4:677 ðX 4 Þ0:634 ðX 6 Þ3:682 ðX 7 Þ2:832 ,

and the output of the softmax transformation is
expf4:179 þ 0:961B1  4:569B2 þ 0:262B3 g
.
g^ 1 ðxÞ ¼
1 þ expf4:179 þ 0:961B1  4:569B2 þ 0:262B3 g
1

The folds used in the cross-validation experiments and the EPUNN
models obtained are available for the reader in http://www.uco.es/grupos/
ayrna/.
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By using the properties of the softmax, the decision rule
can be expressed in a more simpliﬁed way:
(
CðxÞ ¼

1 if 0:961B1  4:569B2 þ 0:262B3 44:179;
0 if 0:961B1  4:569B2 þ 0:262B3 o4:179:
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B2 ¼ ðX 1 Þ2:687 ðX 3 Þ2:005 ðX 4 Þ2:871 ðX 6 Þ2:676 ðX 9 Þ4:618
ðX 14 Þ1:935 ðX 15 Þ1:099 ðX 16 Þ2:957 ðX 17 Þ3:366 ðX 25 Þ3:688
ðX 27 Þ4:551 ðX 28 Þ1:164 ðX 30 Þ1:679 ðX 38 Þ0:029 ðX 39 Þ1:510
ðX 40 Þ3:462 ðX 41 Þ2:613 ðX 42 Þ2:415 ðX 43 Þ4:390 ðX 46 Þ4:592
ðX 47 Þ0:070

If we observe the best model obtained for the Diabetes
data set, and taking into account that the transformed
variables X i take values in the same interval ½1; 2, we see
that the most relevant variables are X2, X6 and X7; likewise,
X4 is the least important variable in the model.
On the other hand, we observe that the product-unit
model transforms the eight-dimensional input space into a
three-dimensional space given by the basis functions B1(x),
B2(x), and B3(x). The model tries to capture the interactions among the variables and carries out a reduction in the
dimensionality of the space. It is interesting to point out
that this reduction allows us to depict the separation of the
two classes into training and test points by means of linear
functions in the transformed space. Fig. 2 shows the
graphics for the training and test points for the Diabetes
data set problem and the plane that separates the points in
the two classes.
A similar analysis can be carried out for the Australian
data set. We consider the best model of one of the 10-fold
used in the experiments (the ﬁrst fold) given by the two
basis functions:
B1 ¼ ðX 9 Þ0:783 ðX 11 Þ3:142 ðX 12 Þ0:426 ðX 18 Þ0:661 ðX 26 Þ1:065
ðX 42 Þ2:745 ðX 43 Þ0:419 ðX 45 Þ0:112 ðX 49 Þ2:320 ðX 51 Þ0:858 ,

and the output of the softmax transformation is
g^ 1 ðxÞ ¼

expf3:230 þ 0:416B1 þ 0:119B2 g
.
1 þ expf3:230 þ 0:416B1 þ 0:119B2 g

The decision rule can be expressed as
(
1 if 0:416B1 þ 0:119B2 43:230;
CðxÞ ¼
0 if 0:416B1 þ 0:119B2 o3:230:
Fig. 3 shows the training and test points graphics for the
Australian data set problem and the linear decision
boundary that separates the points in the two classes.
Observe that we have carried out a logarithmic transformation in the vertical axis to improve the graph. It is
important to point out that, in this case, the product-unit
model projects the 50-dimensional input space onto a twodimensional space given by the basis functions B1(x) and
B2(x). This reduction allows us a graphical analysis of the
classiﬁcation problem, facilitating the study of basis
function behavior as well as the relevance of the input
variables in the model. For example, the graphics for the
Australian data set show that the basis function B1(x) is
more important than the B2(x) ones in the model. Taking
into account, again, that the transformed variables X i take
values in the same interval ½1; 2, we can see that the most

Fig. 2. Graphics of training and test points and decision boundary for the Diabetes data set problem.
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Fig. 3. Graphics of training and test points and decision boundary for the Australian data set problem.

relevant variables are X11 and X42. Moreover, a value of
B1(x) higher than 7 provides us with a simple and accurate
rule of classiﬁcation (see Fig. 3). Observe that the graphical
study above can be carried out when the ﬁnal model has
two or three nodes in the hidden layer.
6.2. A real classification problem: Listeria growth/no
growth
The main purpose of this section is to present and
compare the efﬁcacy, in terms of good classiﬁcation, of
different logistic regression approaches and the EPUNN
on a data set of L. monocytogenes growth prediction, as a
function of storage temperature T, pH, citric acid (CA) and
ascorbic acid (AA).
L. monocytogenes has been a serious problem that has
concerned food industries due to its ubiquity in the natural
environment [2,37] and the speciﬁc growth conditions of

the pathogen, which lead to its high prevalence in different
kinds of food products. One impetus for this research was
the problem of listeriosis [26]; so different strategies have
been proposed to limit levels of contamination at the time
of consumption to less than 100 CFU/g [18].
A fractional factorial design was followed in order to ﬁnd
the growth limits of L. monocytogenes. A number of 232
different conditions were chosen for the model with eight
replicates per condition, from which we have eliminated
those that were far removed from the growth/no-growth
range, so that we have considered 305 data to form the
training group, 57%, and 234 data to form the generalization group. This experimental design was intended to
explore the survival/death interface. Data were collected at
concentrations of CA and AA between 0% and 0.4% (w/v),
at 4, 7, 10, 15 and 30 1C with a pH range of 4.5–6.
We used two logistic regression methods, a full logistic
model, MLogistic, and a backward selected variables
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method, SLogistic, using SPSS software [57], in order to
obtain the signiﬁcant variables of the logistic regression
model by stepwise selection. These methods are considered
because there has been a renewed interest in the use of these
statistical techniques in predictive microbiology (see, for
example, [28]). Then, the classiﬁcation efﬁciency of the
training and generalization data sets of the EPUNN
model was compared with MLogistic and SLogistic
models. Table 8 shows a mean, in 30 runs, of the 86.72%
of the CCRG from the EPUNN model, a great improvement on the percentage obtained using the SLogistic
(76.10%) or MLogistic (74.40%) models. These results
are in line with those obtained by Hajmeer and Basheer
[29].

EPUNN to a new cooperative co-evolutionary method
(COVNET), and with respect to two recent approaches
based on multiobjective evolutionary neural networks
(MPANN and SPANN). In both cases, the empirical and
statistical results show that EPUNN model performs well
compared to other evolutionary neural network techniques
for classiﬁcation. Promising results are obtained in terms of
classiﬁcation accuracy, number of connections and number
of nodes of the classiﬁer. Moreover, we show the best
model for each problem and graphically use two examples
to illustrate the classiﬁcation task carried out by the PUNN
model as well as the capability of the product-unit to both
capture the interactions between the variables and reduce
the dimensionality of the problem.
Finally, for a nontrivial real problem of predictive
microbiology, the result of the accuracy obtained using
the EPUNN model outperforms the results obtained by
consolidated statistical techniques for classiﬁcation.
As future work, it would be of interest to state the
relationship among the level of interaction of the data, the
complexity level of each data set and the level of
performance obtained in the product-unit models for the
a corresponding problem.

7. Conclusions
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Table 8
CCR obtained for the growth limits of L. monocytogenes for MLogistic,
SLogistic and EPUNN models
Models

CCRT

CCRG

SLogistic
Mlogistic
EPUNN

82.30
82.30
92.83

76.10
74.40
86.72
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